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WØJH 

Announcements 

 

 

SARA Nets & Roundtables 

HF Phone Roundtable Daily except 

Tuesday & Thursday @ 20:00 Local on 

1.903 MHz± with alternate 1.955 MHz. 

SARA Repeater Weekly Net Wednesday 

21:00 Local WØJH Repeater  

147.060 MHz +    114.8 Hz tone 

Handiham  Nets 

VHF/UHF Daily 11:00 Local on the NØBVE 

Repeater 145.450- & 444.65- ( 114.8), 

Echolink HANDIHAM Node 494492.   

WIRES #1427.   

NCS varies.  Sunday session is a 

roundtable. 

HF CW Friday 08:00 CST, 7.112 MHz 

informal slow speed CW Net.  

W8IRT NCS.  Email: w8irt@aol.com  

New! Tech Net at 19:00 Central Time 

Thursdays, same nodes/frequencies as 

above.  

  

Monthly Meeting  
Saturday 12-08-2012 

Boutwells Landing  
Auditorium A 
 

 Pre-meeting Breakfast &  
Coffee  -  7:30 at Joseph’s 
Restaurant.   

 Meeting - 9:00am 

 Program:  Show & Tell 

 Raffle Prizes Galore!  

S.A.R.A. is a proud affiliate of the Courage Center Handiham System 

 

December 
2012 

December Meeting is 

Show & Tell  

This month the Board unani-

mously agreed to schedule a 

‘Show & Tell’ for the program.  

What’s THAT?  Well, we are asking our members to bring 

one or two pieces of equipment to display and answer 

any questions we might have regarding it.   

For example, if you have a kit that you’ve built, bring it 

in and let us see your handy-work!   I plan on bringing a 

small keyer that I built from a kit and will be happy to 

show you the instructions on the kit, answer any ques-

tions you might have regarding its assembly and then 

I’ll demonstrate it.  Others might choose to bring in an 

old receiver, a hand held antenna, a new piece of 

ham gear (I’m thinking the KX3 hihi), or whatever you 

might want to show us.  If you don’t think you have any-

thing you would like to show, come anyway and enjoy 

the program! 

It should be fun and who knows?  You might get the 

bug to put a kit together, revive an antique radio or 

maybe purchase a brand new Flex 6000!  Whatever 

you decide, we’re almost certain you’ll see something 

that you’ll like and have a great time talking to us 

about it!  (DE AGØH) 
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LETTER FROM THE PREZ  
December – 2012 

Another month has somehow escaped us and now it’s time to 

write my December article. By this time, you all know how the 

Split Rock trip went. If you couldn’t make it this year, why not 

plan on joining us next year?   The General class was successful in that the en-

tire class of 3 upgraded their licenses. Congratulations to all! 

We hope you and yours had a very Happy Thanksgiving.  It’s a great time of 

the year if you don’t let too much commercialism stress you out hihi.  Prepara-

tions are under way for the Christmas holiday and we have just turned the 

‘Cyber Monday’ corner as I write this and learned that it will be a record year 

for sales.  One has to wonder what will happen to the economy when Con-

gress decides to act or not act L.   

I just got off the bands and am experiencing quite a bit of power line noise 

degradation on 20 meters  This hasn’t been as bad as it was several years ago 

but we’ll have to see if we can locate the problem.  It really is frustrating to 

know that other hams around you have no problem in hearing a station but 

your radio only produces white noise or a/c hum hihi.  Those of us who have 

had problems in the past know that you first have to eliminate the noise prob-

lems in your house first.  Once you find out your home and property is not the 

source, then you can begin looking elsewhere.   

Our program this month will be given by our own members who are kind 

enough to bring in their favorite kits, receivers, antennas or whatever.  If you 

built something and would like to share it with us, bring it in.  If you’ve got an 

old receiver that keeps on ‘tickin’, let us see it.  I’ve got a few items I’m going 

to bring in and I’ll be glad to ‘talk’ them up with any member who would like 

to listen, hihi.  If you’re planning on displaying some items, try and come a little 

early to set them up.  We’ll have extra tables set up for your use.  We’ll have a 

few more raffle prizes available this month thanks to two donations by Jim 

Feesl WØELC.   

All in all, looks like a good time will be had by all.  Don’t forget to stop by Jo-

seph’s Restaurant at 7:30 a.m. for the pre-meeting breakfast and great con-

versation. 

73,   Keith Miller – AGØH, SARA President 
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By the time some read this, I should be on 

my way back to Minnesota. I’ve spent a 

month in the Pacific Northwest (aka “God’s 

Country”) and am trying to figure out where 

the time has gone! Yes, time goes fast when 

you’re having fun but it seems like a month 

went by in just a few days. Maybe old age is 

sneaking up on me?!   

I had a great time with family and friends. 

Most of my time was spent fixing or doing 

something. It’s a good thing I’m not neces-

sarily afraid of heights. For most of three 

days, my father and I drove up and down 

some pretty steep logging roads. Thank 

God we didn’t meet a logging truck head-

on. I’d still be backing up, looking for a wide 

place to let him squeeze by! Speaking of 

heights, I increased the ole “pucker factor” 

a few notches when climbing a 30’ exten-

sion ladder at my sister’s hair salon! At least 

her shop has a flat roof (FWIW: As it turned 

out, the salon’s electric dryer vent was 

plugged and partially disconnected. I still 

have some scars from sticking my whole 

arm down that doggone 4” sheet metal 

pipe.) 

 

Spin cycle  

So today, my sister wants me to spin over 

and take a look/listen at her beauty shop’s 

(does anyone call them that anymore?) 

washing machine. According to her, it’s 

“making a funny noise!” (FWIW: I wish I had a 

dollar for every time my XYL has said the 

same thing!) To most guys, aren’t clothes 

washers supposed to make funny noises? 

But, I’ll gather a bunch of tools and go see 

and hear what I can. If I’m really lucky it will 

be one of two things. Hopefully, it will be 

something really simple like a hair brush 

where it shouldn’t be or, it could be some-

thing really serious like a bad tranny (that’s 

an abbreviation some of us OMs use to refer 

to a transmission). In case of the latter, there 

will be little for me to do but to break the 

bad news to my sister. Heck, when a new 

motor/transmission costs ~$350, I’m guessing 

she’ll call “Washers R Us” and they’ll have a 

shiny, new one for ~$700 there in no time. 

Hey, they may even throw in free delivery 

and haul-away of the old one! I’ll keep my 

fingers crossed that I can diagnose the prob-

lem. Either way, I’ll get free coffee, some do-

nuts and a professional haircut! (A perm is 

out of the question!) 

 

Planning my drive to Sequim today, reminds 

me of something.  

A couple weeks ago I was sighting in my 

grouse rifle at the Sunnydell Shooting 

Grounds. I met the owner, Matt Dryke, and 

we chatted a bit. To make a long story short, 

it turns out the skeet and trap shooting med-

als on the wall of the office belonged to 

Matt. One is a 1984 Olympic gold medal in 

skeet shooting. Can you imagine shooting 

198 “birds” out of 200?! I sure can’t. Oh, the 

silver and bronze medal winners broke each 

shot 196. (Google Matthew Dryke if you’re 

interested.)  

 

Another challenge was cooked-up for me 

last week.  

My mother-in-law, who lives in a nice, old 

home in Seattle, was having issues with her 

30 year old oven/range. Yep, the stove was 

a goner! (I’m beginning to wonder if I have 

an appliance repair-
    Continued on page 5 
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independently and joined in part 

way through the course with the on-

going General Classes that SARA was 

offering. Lew successfully passed all 3 

exam elements to earn his Extra Class 

license and has been issued ADØCK. 

I have heard of examinees passing 

all exams at a single exam session, 

but had never personally witnessed 

it. Great work Lew, and congratula-

tions to all of our successful exami-

nees.   

I have received several favorable 

comments extended to SARA from 

the examinees for helping them with 

the classes and the exam session. 

The success of the students from the 

recent class has again proven how 

important our education and training 

program is. Thank You, to all of the 

instructors for continuing to support 

the program.  

Shel NØDRX 

Record Setting  

VE Session 
 

The November 15th VE 

session went extremely 

well. Had only 4 examinees, includ-

ing all 3 of the students who had 

been attending recent classes. Had 

9 VEs on hand and thank them all as 

well as others who had offered to 

work this session. We are blessed with 

having a great group of VEs, and 

sometimes am blessed with the un-

pleasant task of having to turn down 

VEs offering to work an exam session. 

The exam room as well as the nearby 

area outside that room needs to be 

as quiet as possible to allow exami-

nees to concentrate on exams, and I 

have found that sometimes is not 

possible with excess people in the 

area.  

Our 4 examinees took a total of 6 ex-

am elements and every one was 

passed with not a single failure. This 

was a record for our group. I have 

been involved as a VE since the vol-

unteer exam process began, and 

have never worked a session where 

every exam element was passed. 

The FCC issued the new licenses on 

Nov. 26th. 

Wes Bergstrom was not in the recent 

class, but successfully passed his 

Technician exam and was issued 

KDØTTG. Both Pete Zeuli KDØRUI and 

James Alders KDØIPI were in the 

class and easily passed their exams 

to earn upgrades from Technician to 

General.  

 

That brings me to our 4th examinee, 

and this again was a record setter 

for our group. Lew Buschman had no 

prior license, but had been studying 

SARA Needs YOU! 

Get involved ... 

Make a difference ... 

Have  fun! 

 

This Space 

Intentionally Reserved  

for 

Important  

SARA Information! 
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 Thursday evenings: Eyeball 
QSO  

 December 8: SARA meeting 
 January 12:  SARA meeting 
 February 9:  SARA meeting 

    OXB, continued from page 3 

 

man’s name tag pinned on me somewhere!) 

So one of her sons, a brother-in-law, made 

arrangements for delivery of one of those 

fancy, glass-top stoves. (Actually, all her kids 

pitched in to have Christmas come early.) To 

make another long OXB story short, the unit 

needs 50 amp, 240 volt service. (BTW: That 

amounts to half of the total amperage avail-

able to the house.) And, of course, the old 

service is #10 AWG instead of the #6 wire 

required. Now, add some plaster and lath to 

the task. Most of you can understand why a 

two hour job took about 1.5 days! (FWIW: My 

mother-in-law’s new, high-tech oven is really 

a compact home incinerator used for dispos-

ing of bulky pieces of meat and poultry.) At-

tached, if there’s room, is a night shot of Se-

attle taken from near my MIL’s home. 

Do problems promote problems? 

I figured while I have some spare time out 

here (boy, I was mistaken about that!), I’d 

finally get my Icom IC-7200 HF transceiver set

-up to operate on digital modes. Yes, I’ve 

done it before but only by the old-fashioned 

way using a RIGblaster® external soundcard 

interface connected to a radio and comput-

er. So, I tried and tried to get the Digipan pro-

gram to work but after a day, NO JOY. Just 

short of obsessing, I tried FLDigi and Ham Ra-

dio Deluxe/DM780; STILL NO JOY! To make an 

OXB story short, it took the talents of UHY 

John to confirm Digipan is not compatible – 

or easily compatible – with MS Windows 7. 

There were more and varied issues that 

needed attention but NOW I’M DIGITAL ... 

again! All I can offer to those attempting to 

“go digital” is to have a friend who knows 

more than you ready to assist. 

 

On the way home 

My plane will soon be boarding so in closing, 

I’m asking you to say extra prayers for some 

of our friends and SARA members with medi-

cal issues and/or challenging situations. 

Please keep Wayne (K9MIF), Betty (W9NN) 

and Ken (W7HQQ) in your thoughts and 

prayers. 

73 es CUL, 

Dave (WØOXB/7) 

 

OXBism: I went to see Boeing’s Air and 

Space Museum – but there was NOTHING 

there! 

 

Disclaimer 

The information contained in this column is sub-

jective. It is for entertainment and educational 

purposes only and not warrantied for content, 

accuracy, or any other implied or explicit pur-

pose; it may not apply to your situation. The au-

thor, publisher and distributor provide no warranty 

regarding the content or accuracy of this materi-

al. Neither the author nor publisher shall be liable 

for any stress, anxiety or misuse that may result. 

 

© 2012 WØOXB. All rights reserved. A single copy 

of this material may be reprinted for noncommer-

cial, personal use only.  

“OXB,” “OXBism,” “OXB Special,” “Counterpoise” 

and the “Counterpoise” logo are trademarks of 

WØOXB.  

Digital Net 

Every Wednesday at 7:00 p.m.  

147.060 MHz. for check-in then 

move to 144.950 BPSK 125 
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Continued on page 7 

Kids Day 2013 
  

On January 6 and again on June 15 are the ARRL sponsored ‘Kids Days’.  These dates 

were selected as a time to step back and allow our youngest generation the oppor-

tunity to experience the thrill of amateur radio.  We are encouraged to invite kids into 

our radio rooms or engage in a few QSOs from youngsters from around the country or 

the world. 

  

Why is this important?  With the ability to instantly connect with friends and family via 

cell phones or the internet.  Our kids may not be aware of the history of radio commu-

nications or the amateur radio hobby.  

  

What can we do?  If you have the means and know a youngster who may be interest-

ed, invite them and a parent over for look see.  Grand kids are always interest-

ed.  Then, depending on their age, talk about the equipment and how to operate it. 

Start out with a quick overview of protocol, the various modes of communication and 

how to talk into the microphone, the history of amateur radio, how you got involved 

and what you like most about the hobby. 

  

Here are some suggestions around topics: 

  
Fishing Analogy – 

Start off with a fishing analogy.  Describe how when you turn on your rig – you 

never know who or where you will make a contact.  

Describe how listening to the airwaves and dialing around the band is like looking 

at the weather, the contour of the lake and moving around in the search for 

fish. 

One difference of course is the fact that these fish, “Want” to be caught! 

  
Modes of Operation – 

Talk about, and if possible, demonstrate the various ways to “Talk” on the radio.  

A short list of suggestions include: HF, VHF, UHF, SSB, CW, moon bounce, satellite, 

EchoLInk, 2 meter repeaters, RTTY, PSK – you get the idea. 
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History – 

Prior to December 1912 the airwaves were like the Wild West.  During that month 

President Taft and congress signed the Radio Act effectively setting aside 

specific frequencies for “Ham” operators. 

Mention the Titanic – most kids have heard of the tragedy and how the ocean 

liner asked for assistance via Morse code.  Dial down the band to the CW  

portion and listen for a while. 

The tradition of public service, including helping out during disasters and relaying 

messages.  Did you know amateurs were active in the aftermath of Hurricane 

Sandy?  The loss off cell phone coverage necessitated this do to the fact they 

lost power because their generators went dry and their batteries drained. 

  

Log Book – 

Pull out your log book or bring it up on the computer. 

Got a map showing your contacts?  Some of us have maps and globes with pins. 

  
Parting Gifts – 

Give out your QSL card for them to take home.  Write down the SARA and ARRL 

URLs and give them your email address or phone number so they can ask 

question later. 

  
Suggested topics of conversation 

Keep it simple: Name, Age, Location and favorite color.  To call attention, call “CQ 

Kids Day.” 

  

I happened to work several stations last year during both events -winter and sum-

mer.  It was a gas just hearing how excited the kids got.  I remember talking about the 

weather and my two dogs – kids ate it up.  Don’t forget to mention how cold and 

snowy it can get up here! Hi Hi. 

  
Event Specifics: 

Sunday, January 6 & Saturday, June 15 

Kids Day always runs from 1800 UTC through 2359 UTC. Operate as much or as little as 

you like. 

  
10 Meters: 28.350 to 28.400 MHz 

12 Meters: 24.960 to 24.980 MHz 

15 Meters: 21.360 to 21.400 MHz 

17 Meters: 18.140 to 18.145 MHz 

20 Meters: 14.270 to 14.300 MHz 

40 Meters: 7.270 to 7.290 MHz 

80 Meters: 3.740 to 3.940 MHz 

   

For more information and links to reporting suggestions and certificates for download 

go to the ARRL website at:  http://www.arrl.org/kids-day 

  

73, 

Peter NØGRM 

http://www.arrl.org/kids-day
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2013 Dues Are Due! 
 

Thank you to those who have submitted their membership dues 

for 2013. As of Nov. 30th when this is being written, I show the fol-

lowing 34 Regular Members for 2013: AD6QT, ADØCK, AEØSL, 

AGØH, K3SJW, KAØHYR, KBØWRM, KCØOIO, KDØASX, KDØHRM, 

KDØJDF, KDØJTG, KDØLPY, KDØOTB, KØBR, KØGCP, KØGPX, 

N5JLZ, NØDRX, NØDXH, NØGRM, NØMR, NØODK, NØUHR, 

VE3MXJ, VE3XT, W9LHG, WAØTDA, WB9OKQ, WØDIK, WØELC, 

WØGAF, WØOXB, and WØTBC. We also have the following 4 Fam-

ily and Associate Members current through 2013: ACØX, KØANA, 

KB9WTB and Mayor Rudy Rodriguez. Just as a reminder, only Reg-

ular Members have voting privileges, or the right to hold an elect-

ed office. 

 

If you are not on the above list, you need to get current for 2013 

soon. I plan to rework the SARA email list shortly after the January 

12th Monthly Meeting, and those who are not current members for 

2013 will be dropped from the email list. 

 

Regular Membership is $20 and may be paid in cash or check 

made out to SARA and given to the Treasurer. Checks may also 

be mailed, but please do not mail cash. My address has not 

change in over 42 years, so can be found easily under my call on 

qrz.com or on the SARA radioham.org website. Give me a call, or 

drop an email if you have any questions.  

 

Shel NØDRX 

SARA Trustee & Treasurer 

Email: treasurer@radioham.org 
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Antenna Party! 
 
By Jim Feesl, WØELC 
 
I recently had the chance to participate in the Stillwater Amateur 
Radio Club’s M.A.P. program by assisting in the layout, construc-
tion and installation of a center fed Zepp dipole, commonly referred 
to as an "OXB special" at the QTH of Bob Jensen, WØGAF. 
 
I arrived at Bob's home around 10AM on a cloudy and chilly Satur-

day morning, followed closely by Dave Glas, WØOXB.  We spent a few minutes getting organized; i.e. 
checking out where the dipole legs would go, best angle to set them, etc. Dave and Bob got up on the 
roof with Dave’s wrist rocket slingshot, brightly colored golf ball and short fishing pole while I was as-
signed to the ground level support crew. (I'm still recovering from Spinal Fusion Surgery). Dave 
launched the first line towards the east and was successful in getting the golf ball to come down exact-
ly where he had aimed for!  Bob came down from the roof and found the golf ball behind his back yard 
fence.  He tied on some heavier pull string and Dave retracted the fishing line and retrieved the pull 
string!  They then repeated this process for the westward leg without a problem. 
 
Bob's wife, Connie, was out working in the yard during this time and was very nice to us all, supplying 
coffee and hot chocolate (for me!) and giving us a chance to warm up from the cold! Dave, Bob and I 
laid out the antenna wire along the front of Bob's home along the curb so Dave could get the meas-
urements of the dipole correct and even. We then took it inside so Dave could build the dipole in a 
warm room! There are many small steps in assembling a dipole of this type, and it was a real eye 
opener for me to see how (and why) Dave assembled the antenna as he did! 
This antenna will survive during most if not all adverse weather conditions, like high winds, ice, etc 
because of it’s sturdy construction! I had not seen my OXB Special until after it had been assembled, 
so it was a real treat for me to see how he does it! 
 
So, back outside we go. By this time the weather had improved slightly. The sun poked itself thru the 
clouds and warmed up the chilled hands of us all!  Dave tied a length of 3/16" antenna rope on to first 
the east leg of the pull string and ran the line down to Bob. Then Dave tied the antenna leg itself on to 
the antenna rope and Bob pulled away until they had the center of the dipole close to the center of the 
roof. The process was repeated for the westbound leg without incident and then it was just adjusting 
the lengths of the two ends to get the center close to the edge of Bob's home where the shack was. 
The 450 ohm ladder line was ran down to the edge of the shack (outside) and attached to a W9INN 
balun on loan from Dave until Bob can get his weatherproof version of a 4:1 balun. The ladderline to 
balun terminals were crimped and soldered.  It was now time to GO TUNE UP!!! 
 
In the shack Dave used Bob’s antenna analyzer to find the resonance settings on the MFJ Tuner. 
Then it was just a matter of using the transceiver at 10 watts to fine tune the settings and Bob was on 
the air with his new center fed Zepp! 
 
Later on that evening I spent some time with Bob, Dave, and Dick Auld (WØDIK) and getting Bob’s 
transmit audio up where it should be. Bob has a very nice signal from his QTH in Oakdale to Dick and 
myself here in the Como/Rice area and also over to Dave in Stillwater! The transmit audio is adjusted 
quite nicely and sounds as close to Bob’s "in person" voice as we could get it! It is a pleasure to talk to 
someone who's audio has been properly balanced! 
 
Many thanks to Dave and Bob for inviting me to help, and I look forward to the next "OXB Special" 
antenna party! 
 
73 to all, 
Jimbo - WØELC  
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Split Rock Confirmations 
 

The confirmation process for Split Rock 2012 has been 

moving along very smoothly. The process George 

KCØWOA, set up has been a dream compared to 

what we were dealing with previously. The simplified 

version of the background that is not seen behind the 

end product involves my compiling all of the initial raw 

log files and getting them into a single working spread-

sheet. In the process if there is any apparent error in a 

raw log, it does not get moved into the working file. I do keep the raw logs but only 

to refer to in event of a questionable confirmation request at some later date. I re-

ceive all requests for confirmations and those are put into a second spreadsheet 

file. While theoretically I would not need to actually look to compare the incoming 

requests to the logs, I usually do to try and catch cases where we may have trans-

posed a character in a call sign. If I find everything else a requestor sends us jives, 

and we have a call with a misplaced or wrong letter, I will normally assume that it 

was a rare logging error on our part and will note it prior to adding the request to 

the requestor file. Accurate logs obviously make my end of the job much easier and 

I have been very pleased with the logs from Split Rock 2012. The working log file has 

912 log entries. 

As I have gone through the logs, I have tried to note present as well as past SARA 

members who may have worked the event and added them to the requestor file. 

That is why some of you may have received Confirmation Certificates, even though 

you may not have personally requested one. If you worked us and have not re-

ceived a certificate, let me know. Also, if you did not work us and would still like a 

copy of the certificate, let me know. At this point send any of these late requests 

directly to me at the below email. 

At varying time intervals at my discretion, depending upon volume and time, I send 

the files to George KCØWOA. George works his magic with those two files and a 

couple of computer programs, and the certificates are sent out as a pdf in batches 

to the individuals. So far there have been two batches sent and I have a small file 

started for the 3rd batch with 4 requests. The first batch was obviously the largest with 

about 270 individuals and the 2nd was down to 14. We had about 6 bounce back 

from the first batch of 270, due to email or non-matching call sign issues. I was able 

to locate and clean up all of those. We had no bounces from the 2nd batch.  

That first batch of 270 went out about 11 days after the conclusion of the event, 

which is fantastic. Thanks to George for the computer work and Dave WØOXB for 

the prompt work on designing the certificate! I believe the performance bar has 

been set pretty high, and think we can rightfully feel proud of the result. Back in the 

days when we were manually processing and snail mailing our confirmations it was 

often not done until February!  

Shel NØDRX 

Email: n0drx@hotmail.com  

mailto:n0drx@hotmail.com
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Thank you to all of our volunteers who help SARA  
during special events, serve as club officers, present 
programs, work on projects like the constitution and 

nonprofit status, maintain and host our repeater,  
manage the website, edit the newsletter,  

and help in so many ways.  

We couldn’t do it without you! 

 


